A method for the fabrication of low-noise carbon fiber nanoelectrodes.
A new and facile method has been developed for the fabrication of low-noise carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMEs) and carbon fiber nanoelectrodes (CFNEs). The carbon fiber was flame-fuse sealed in the tip of the glass capillary. The CFMEs were made by cutting the protruding carbon fiber to the desired length, and the CFNEs were achieved by etching the protruding carbon on the flame to form a nanometer-scale tip. The tip of CFNEs can be controlled within the range from 100 to 300 nm. Thus, no epoxy wax was involved in the CFMEs and CFNEs. The experimental results of inspecting CFMEs and CFNEs by scanning electron microscopy demonstrated that the surface of the electrodes and the glass/fiber interface are very smooth. Therefore, the noise caused by the glass/fiber of these electrodes is much lower than that of the electrodes fabricated conventionlly. The electrodes were characterized by ferricyanide, catecholamine (dopamine,DA), norepinephrine (NE), and epinephrine (E)) and 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) neurotransmitters using CV, LSV, DPV, and FSCV. The results showed that the CFMEs and CFNEs have very excellent electrochemical behavior and high sensitivity. The CV and DPV detection limits of DA, NE, and E are 7.6 x 10(-8), 7.0 x 10(-8), and 5.0 x 10(-8) mol/L, and the DPV detection limits of DA, NE, and E are 4.0 x 10(-8), 1.0 x 10(-7), and 2.2 x 10(-7) mol/L, respectively. This experiment offers a new and facile method for the fabrication of CFMEs and CFNEs of very high sensitivity and low noise.